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When Alison, a mother of five school-aged children, is diagnosed with a rare and incurable
cancer she is initially overwhelmed. As a busy working mother she agonises about her future
and the effect her treatment regime will have on her family.Then, one of Alison’s friends sets up a
roster and a home-cooked meal is brought to the Jones family each day. Family favourites and
time-honoured recipes – casseroles, soups and traditional Jewish food – are cooked with love to
nurture and heal. As Alison and her family negotiate her first year with cancer, the daily meals
become the constant in their lives, bringing them together around the dinner table each
evening.Determined not to let cancer define her, and supported by her community, Alison
navigates intensive treatment and discovers she can do more than she ever thought possible.
When her son is also diagnosed with cancer, she is there to support him.Warm, honest and
engaging, and including recipes that sustained Alison and her family, The Jones Family Food
Roster will touch your heart and inspire you to reach out to your community.By purchasing this
book you are raising money for cancer research at the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre.

About the AuthorAlison Jones is a Melbourne-based author. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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18Chapter 19Chapter 20Epilogue1 This is me, before.After work, I collect my five children from
school and drive them home to our house in Caulfield. As they natter about the lunchtime footy
game, pass me a sugary pikelet made in Food Technology and nag me about a late excursion
notice, I wrack my brain to think what to make for dinner.The problem of this evening’s meal has
prodded at my consciousness, periodically, throughout my work day. What can I have on the
table in less than two hours? Not lasagne, we had that last night. I mentally cycle through the six
recipes I prepare day in, day out, week in, week out, month in, month out. I think I have some
frozen beef mince; it will have to be spaghetti bolognese. Again.Back home I drop the car keys
on the kitchen table and start dicing and sautéing some onions. When I smell their sweetness, I
turn off the burner and grab my keys to take my third son, Josh, to his drum lesson.Drop-off
accomplished, I return home, crush some garlic, give the onions another quick stir and then
drive Jacob, my fourth son, to soccer training.On the way there I have a moment of panic. ‘Jacob,
did you see me turn off the stove?’He nods his head but the fear niggles at me as I collect two of
Jacob’s friends and drop them all at soccer. Returning home, I rush through the front door, my
heart racing. Phew – the kitchen is not in flames.I chop capsicum, grate carrot, slice leek, shred
zucchini and place the frozen mince on the stove. Then I dash outside to bring the washing off
the line and check my watch.‘Leah, hurry up. We need to leave for swimming.’ Leah is my fifth
child and only daughter.‘I can’t find my goggles!’ she yells from her room.‘Forget the goggles.
We’ll be late. Let’s go.’I drop Leah and a friend’s child at their swimming lesson, and then it’s
home again to finish making dinner.It doesn’t matter what I make, though. The four boys will be
hungry again in less than two hours. Their regular evening mantra is: ‘I’m starving, Mum! What
can I eat?’Despite all the kids’ activities – the sports training, music lessons and swimming
classes – I expect those of us who are at home to sit down and eat together. My husband, Ian, is
never home this early. His job as the financial controller of a company is demanding and he
doesn’t make it home until later in the evening. But I value the chance for the rest of us to share a



meal. Often it’s rushed, and there’s usually at least one child missing, but I treasure this time as a
family. We turn the television off and chat about the disappointments and achievements of the
day.It’s 2008 and my life is in a constant state of purposeful pandemonium. I ricochet between
cooking meals, helping the kids with homework, and driving them to and from their
extracurricular activities. Sometimes I’m in the car for almost three hours of an afternoon.There
is always at least one task, often several, requiring my immediate attention. My brain is
continually on high alert. I am involved with the Parents’ Association and help organise events
that raise funds for the school community.Tonight, after dinner, I race to a meeting to discuss
marketing and publicity ideas for several upcoming functions.I get home at midnight, scan my
emails, and then crawl into bed at 1.00 a.m. The alarm is set for 5.40.The next morning, I’m with
my trainer at the gym by six, sweating on the treadmill. I’m determined to be healthy enough to
care for my children. Always.Ian has already left for work when I arrive home just after seven.I
wake the children, make their breakfasts, prepare lunches and all six of us are out of the house
by 8.00 a.m. After dropping the children at school, I drive to work.This pace is crazy, but for me it
is normal. The year is vanishing like a sandcastle swallowed by the rising tide.And normal is
about to vanish with it.2 As the Spirit of Tasmania slowly pulls away from Station Pier, the
buildings shrink to the size of Lego blocks. The salty smell of a summer evening surrounds me,
and all around us the lights of Melbourne shimmer. The holidays have begun at last. I’ve been
waiting months for this. Finally, my life is not dominated by a clock. No after-school activities, no
rosters, no meetings, no schedule. And the seven of us are all together. Ian’s arm is around me
as we lean over the rail with the kids beside us. Daniel, sixteen, is next to me, then Benji, fifteen
and Josh, thirteen. The two youngest, eleven-year-old Jacob and nine-year-old Leah, bend over
the barrier to see how far they can stretch down the side of the boat. The ferry accelerates and
the Melbourne skyline disappears behind us.In the morning the ferry docks in Devonport. We
retrieve our car, drive to Launceston airport, then catch a sixteen-seat plane to Flinders Island.
We get off the plane in a paddock, locate our hire car and spend a week exploring: fishing,
hiking, and climbing trees, then swimming and playing cricket on isolated beaches where the
sea is sparkling turquoise, the rainforest reaches to the sand and the hazy purple hills surround
us.On our return to Launceston we drive the winding road to Cradle Mountain. On our first day
there we stroll around Dove Lake, which is surrounded by unspoilt rainforest. The sun reflects off
the water, forming abstract patterns on the twisted trunks of ancient trees. Moss trails several
metres from the branches and trembles in the breeze. At times the track leads away from the
lake, into the sombre depths of the rainforest. Silence closes in around us. The wind starts to
gust and the trees answer with a rumbling creak. We gaze at the lake’s shiny inkiness. I’m with
my family in this pure environment. Can life get any better?The next afternoon we discover a
disused track, the Pencil Pine Walk. A sign cautions hikers to take care. The only markings for
the trail are brightly coloured pieces of plastic tied around branches. Because the day is long,
the weather is balmy and we have plenty of water, we decide to embark on a real adventure. We
meander through luscious rainforest and struggle over clumps of spiky button grass. All around



us is the sharp scent of eucalypts. The track is undulating and unpredictable as we scan for the
vivid wedges of plastic, the reassurance we are not lost. We clamber up steep rocks and then
have to lower ourselves almost immediately into narrow gullies. In the late afternoon, a light rain
begins to fall and the glossy leaves turn a dazzling lemon when the sun shines.I hoist myself
onto a thin ledge, slippery and sloping. Suddenly I slide off the ledge and land heavily, several
feet below. My ankles wobble as a searing pain shoots through my right arm. I manage to stand
by grasping a shrub with my other hand.The others have gone on ahead.‘I’m hurt!’ I shout.‘Mum,
are you okay?’ Benji scrambles back to me.‘I think it’s broken.’ My right arm dangles by my side.
Any slight motion, even the movement of air, is like a searing electrical shock. My family gathers
around, bombarding me with questions.‘Are you alright?’‘Will you be able to get back to the
lodge?’I must control the pain. ‘Josh, lend me your jumper. I need to make a sling to stop my arm
moving.’‘How did you break it?’ Josh’s brow furrows as he hands the jumper to me. His straight
blond hair is bunched into damp clumps.‘I fell onto my arm.’‘But why did it break?’ He wipes the
drizzle off his glasses.‘Ali, let me tie the jumper to make sure it’s comfortable.’ Ian slowly
manoeuvres it between my damaged arm and body, wraps the arm of the jumper around my
neck and ties a knot.‘How long do you think it will take us to get back to the lodge?’ I ask, taking
a few tentative steps. Is this a loop track? What if we’re headed further and further away?‘No
idea. Let’s keep walking,’ Ian says.We’ve seen no-one for the entire two hours we’ve been hiking.
Around a bend we find a massive log over the track, higher than my waist. On one side of the
track is a sheet of rock; on the other, the land falls away sharply. Daniel has already leapt over to
the other side of the trunk.‘How am I going to get over that with one arm?’‘I’ll push you, then lie
on the log and wriggle yourself around,’ Ian says. ‘Daniel, will you help Mum by pulling her
carefully to the top of the log?’Ian heaves me from behind and I grasp the log with my good
hand, turning side on so the broken arm doesn’t touch the wood.‘Careful, you’re pushing on my
bad arm.’ I squirm to lie along the top of the log and bury my face in the flaky bark, feeling it cling
to the wetness around my nose. When I turn my head, it’s soft against my ear. How could I have
been this careless and injured myself?Daniel reaches for my hand. ‘Tell me when you’re ready to
get off and I’ll pull you around.’‘I just need to wait a moment. Slow down a bit.’ Lying on the log, I
see that the track rises steeply from here, with big steps of rock.‘Mum, are you alright? What can
I do?’ Josh stoops beside me, gently pulling some bark out of my hair.Rotating off the log is a lot
easier than getting on. Daniel eases me to the ground.Jacob jumps down beside me. ‘Can I
touch your arm a tiny bit to see if it hurts?’‘Don’t even think about it.’ I turn away. ‘You kids all walk
on together and I’ll follow slowly with Dad. Don’t go too far ahead.’ My voice is as thin as the
sliver of a new moon.We totter to the steep steps and Ian hauls himself onto a ledge. ‘I’ll pull you
to where I’m standing.’ Despite his frowning face, he’s calm and collected. He’s always been my
anchor. I notice some footholds and he drags me up, gripping my good arm. I stop and breathe
deeply, trying to still my shaking body. How could my arm fracture from just falling onto a rock?
What a nuisance. But there’s no way it’s going to stop me doing things.Ian heaves me up and
over more stone ledges, until suddenly we’re on a gently sloping path. The wind is blustery and



the leaves on the paperbarks ripple in unison, like an unfurling rug. We spot the kids sitting on a
log further down the trail.‘Do you think we’re crazy to hike on a disused track when we don’t even
know how far it is?’ I readjust the knot on the jumper to sit more comfortably in the crook of my
neck.‘We should have thought of that about three hours ago. Let’s not worry. Worry never helps.’
Ian’s always sensible in a crisis. We catch up to the children and gulp some water.Leah jumps up
from the trunk. ‘I’ve got a leech on my leg.’‘Just whack it off. It’s not going to hurt you.’ My hand is
bleeding where it has been scraped by the boulders.‘I can’t. It’s sucking my blood. Mummy, this
walk’s scary. I want to get back to the lodge, I hate leeches,’ she whimpers.Ian brushes the
bloodsucker off her leg and wraps his arms around her.It would be another two hours of climbing
and clambering, hiking and hoisting until we finally glimpse the olive roof of the lodge. By then,
I’m shaking with relief and exhaustion.We decide to leave the kids at the lodge and go to the
hospital in Burnie for an x-ray. It’s over 100 kilometres away. I organise their dinner and put
Daniel in charge.We drive along lonely roads and swerve to avoid an echidna waddling across
the highway. It’s dark when we finally get there, my fractured arm still supported by Josh’s
jumper. I’m unable to shift it in any direction. How strange; I’ve fallen onto concrete before but
never damaged a bone.It’s been years since I’ve seen the inside of a hospital. The last time was
when my mother was ill. Our feet slap on the beige linoleum as the receptionist points to the
waiting room. Orange plastic chairs are lined up along the walls, with another row plonked in the
centre of the room. On a wobbly table sits a pile of tatty magazines. A cleaner slowly mops the
floor and the antiseptic odour drifts over us. This is our holiday. The trip has been planned for
months. And now this.Eventually, we are led to a small room near the waiting area. My teeth are
chattering uncontrollably and Ian puts his jumper around my shoulders.The door opens and a
swarthy young man enters.‘I’m Doctor Pennington, the registrar in Emergency.’ He holds out his
right hand and I grasp it with my left. ‘You hurt your arm today hiking.’ He starts to prod at my
right shoulder.I gasp, tightly closing my eyes. ‘That really hurts.’‘You’ve sprained your shoulder.
It’s muscular. Nothing to worry about.’‘It’s really painful. I think it’s broken. Can I have an x-
ray?’‘It’s not necessary. We don’t do x-rays after hours.’‘I can’t move my arm. We’re staying over
an hour away. Is it possible to have an x-ray tonight?’Eventually he relents, and an hour later I
have the x-ray. There’s a break at the top of the humerus where it meets the shoulder. A nurse
wraps my arm in a proper sling and finally, after midnight, we head back to the lodge.The next
day a radiologist calls. He’s concerned about the x-ray result. The break is unusual. I’m
instructed to see an orthopaedic surgeon as soon as I return to Melbourne. I switch off my
phone. I don’t want to hear from this doctor or the hospital or anyone else about my broken arm.
I’ll worry about it later. It’s probably nothing.We continue our holiday and I adjust. My arm is no
longer painful if I keep it still in the sling. I learn to sleep on my back. But I’m dependent. Ian helps
me shower and dress. He ties my shoelaces and cuts my food. I can only use one hand when
eating: my left hand, the weak one. The hardest thing is hanging out the washing. I balance an
item on the line with my good hand, then reach for a peg and try to attach it. The system works
for large things like jumpers, but the socks keep falling off before I can secure them. But I decide



not to ask Ian to help. If I stop doing this, what else won’t I do?Preparing dinner is also difficult.
It’s impossible to cut fat off chops. It’s impossible to slice vegetables. It’s impossible to light the
gas stove. I set up a roster for each child to take turns working beside me as my ‘arms’. Because
Ian doesn’t cook (he jokes that all he can do is turn ice into water), it’s easier for me to work with
the kids. Together, we make dinner. I’ve always been strong, a nurturer. Now I need to rely on my
kids to do these basic tasks. It’s frustrating. But I’m determined my broken arm won’t interfere
with our holiday.*Back in Melbourne we reluctantly change gear. The long, languid days of
freedom are replaced by the school routine: rousing the children out of bed in the morning,
preparing their lunches, the ubiquitous after-school rosters. I continue ferrying the children
around, using my good arm to steer.I return to teaching. It doesn’t take me long to learn to write
left-handed on the whiteboard, though it is slower and messier.I visit a Melbourne orthopaedic
surgeon, Dr McVann, with my x-rays. A large man, he seems squashed sitting in his chair. His
thick fingers tap the desk. ‘The break in your arm is unusual. It’s caused by a benign cyst.’‘A
benign cyst?’ My teeth clench.‘For some reason, fluid builds within your bone and over the years
this liquid increases, causing the cyst. It becomes larger and larger until the pressure is so great
that when you slipped, your bone snapped.’‘Are you sure it’s not malignant?’ The idea of a
tumour has always made my stomach churn. If I have a headache, or there’s water in my ears so
I can’t hear properly, I’m scared it’s a brain growth. If I’m sick with food poisoning and lie
exhausted in bed too ill to move, I’m terrified it’s a lump in my stomach. Fear of malignancy,
invisible but lurking, has stalked me for years.‘Definitely not.’ He crosses his bulky arms.‘How
can you be so sure?’‘It doesn’t present like a malignancy. The break will enable the fluid to drain
from the bone, which will gradually strengthen and heal. In another month you’ll be completely
well. Your arm is strong enough now for you to take off the sling.’Several weeks later, I trip over
Daniel’s dumbbells lying on the floor of his room. The break has healed, but as I fall onto the soft
carpet a familiar pain explodes in my right arm. Pulling myself up, I sit on his bed, my body
shaking like jelly. Damn. I’ve fractured my arm again. How did that happen? Why does it keep
breaking? How big is this cyst? I’m never unwell. Now I’ll have to wear that stupid sling again.I
organise another appointment with Dr McVann. ‘I’m almost certain everything’s okay but I want
another opinion,’ he says. He organises an MRI scan and x-ray and refers me to a different
surgeon, Dr Hunt. ‘It’s a precautionary step.’Precautionary for what? Fear engulfs me as I trudge
from his room.Time drags. Everything’s an effort, like I’m pushing through sludge. A week has
never felt so long.The day of my appointment with Dr Hunt eventually arrives.‘Alison Jones.’His
voice is precise and professional. With an assured manner, he gives me a small nod and ushers
me into his consulting room. He has curly grey hair and wide brown eyes, and his broad face is
creased. I stare at him, silently begging that he will confirm it is just a cyst so I can return home to
my family. Please, God, let my arm be okay.‘I’ve looked at all your x-rays and scans. They’re
almost normal, but there are two tiny things that bother me.’‘Do you think I have a malignancy?’ I
don’t recognise the croak in my voice.‘These two irregularities may be nothing. I don’t know, but
I’m being prudent. The only way to be certain is to do a biopsy of your arm. We’re going to take



some cells and analyse them to find out why your arm keeps breaking. I want to see you again
after the biopsy.’ He calmly shakes the hand of my unbroken arm.Outside in the car park I
reverse my car into one of the supporting pillars. I don’t even bother looking at the damage. I sit
for a moment and force myself to take deep breaths. My hands are clammy on the steering
wheel. The other cars blur before my eyes. Please don’t let it be serious.*The following week, Ian
drives me to hospital for the biopsy.Three days later I’m again sitting in Dr Hunt’s poky waiting
room. It’s March, cooler than usual, and all morning I have been restless, willing the hours and
minutes to disappear. I moped around the house and then sat in a coffee shop, seeking any
distraction.Ian wants to come with me to the appointment but I feel I need to go alone. If it’s bad
news I want to hear it by myself.The springs in my chair sag so low my knees are almost in line
with my shoulders. From a faded pastel print on the wall, a puppy with big dopey eyes stares at
me. My hands shake as I flick through the pages of a glossy magazine. I barely scan the
pictures. Words shuffle out of focus before my eyes.Dr Hunt appears and calls out a name; the
person sitting beside me gets to their feet. I glance up and Dr Hunt’s eyes meet mine. His gaze
lingers. My pulse quickens. My mouth goes dry as I sink further into the chair. I can tell from the
way he looks at me. He’s wondering how to tell me.When Dr Hunt returns to call me into his
consulting room, he tries to make some small talk about our families – we both have children
around the same age – but my heart is hammering in my chest.He motions me over to the
screen on the wall. ‘Come have a look at your scans.’I see a fuzzy picture of a humerus. He
points to the tip. ‘This area of the bone is eggshell-thin. Your bone is so eroded that only the
outer casing remains. That’s why your arm broke.’I clasp my hands together to stop them
shaking. Glancing out the window, I see birds soaring in a turquoise sky. Inside, the air is flat and
stale. My mind wanders to the reek of Jacob’s lunchbox. I had opened it at the end of the school
holidays and the smell of liquefied cucumber overwhelmed me. I plod back to my seat.Dr Hunt
takes a deep breath and stares into my eyes. His voice is kind, almost quiet. ‘The result from the
biopsy shows that you have cancer.’ I watch in a trance as the words leave his lips and pierce
me.When I force myself to breathe, my mouth has a metallic taste in it. I’m soaked with sweat. I
tightly close my eyes and pinch my leg as hard as I can, willing myself to wake in my bed,
wanting it to be time to get ready for work and prepare the children for school. I look up and see
Dr Hunt’s ordered desk, a photo of his smiling children.My life is organised and well managed.
I’m healthy. I go to the gym four times a week. I’ve had every preventative test, every
mammogram, pap smear and skin check. This can’t be happening to me.The kids. What about
my kids?‘You need immediate assessment and treatment. To find out if the disease has spread
or if it is just in your arm.’ He looks at me with gentle eyes. ‘I know this is a shock to you.’‘But I feel
perfectly normal and I’m really well. I exercise all the time. I’ve never had a sick day in my life.’ My
voice is staccato. Negotiating. This must be a dream. Through the window, I catch flashes of the
birds, dipping and circling, sun glinting on their wings. ‘What’s the prognosis?’‘It’s impossible to
say at this stage. It’s influenced by so many things. First, we need to find out the extent of the
disease. It will also depend on how you respond to treatment.’I sink into the chair. My brain is



slime.‘The best place for you to have assessment and treatment will be Peter MacCallum
hospital. I’m going to book an appointment for tomorrow morning.’Peter MacCallum. I hate that
place. Everyone there has cancer. My mother died there. I lurch out the door and down the
corridor. I have cancer, I have cancer. A sickening rhythm forms in my head, crushing down into
my stomach. It feels like when I went on a playground merry-go-round years ago when my
children were young. One of the kids pushed it so fast that I felt nauseous, as if my innards had
separated from my body and were spilling onto the grass. ‘Faster, faster,’ the children chorused,
but I was so disoriented, clinging so hard and trying so desperately not to fall off, that I was
unable to utter any words to beg them to stop.I arrive at the lift. Only an hour earlier I had ambled
out of this very lift to have a follow-up appointment. I stumble into it again, but this time I have
cancer.Ian works nearby. As I totter out of the hospital and across the road to the park, I pull the
phone from my bag. I need him here with me. Now.3 Ian and I met when we were students at the
University of Melbourne, studying for our MBAs. We were in the same syndicate, a group of six
students who worked together on assignments and supported each other during the demanding
final year. There were four married men in the group, including Ian, and two single women.
Somehow it was safer that way; the relationships between the six of us were not muddied by
romance. After our exams, when every assignment was complete, every task finished, every
presentation made, I decided to cook a meal for the group at my home. There would be ten of
us: the guys would bring their wives.On the Saturday morning of the dinner I was lazing at home,
the sun streaming through the window, watching a thrush drink from a creamy magnolia flower
outside my door.Beside me the phone trilled and a voice I didn’t recognise introduced herself as
Judith, Ian’s sister-in-law.‘I’m awfully sorry, Ian sends his regrets, but he won’t be able to come to
the dinner tonight.’That’s strange. I’d bumped into him a month ago and he’d said he was looking
forward to us all getting together after our challenging year of study.Judith’s voice became soft.
‘Ian’s wife, Liz, collapsed at work in early November and she’s been in Fairfield Hospital for the
past few weeks. As she hasn’t improved, it’s been arranged for her to travel immediately to the
Prince Alfred Hospital in Sydney, to be prepared for a liver transplant. Ian’s in an air ambulance
with her now.’Oh my God. That’s serious. Terrifying, actually. I had no idea. I’d met Liz once
earlier in the year and hadn’t guessed anything was wrong with her, although she had seemed
oddly tanned for midwinter. The hairs on the back of my neck prickle. ‘I’m so sorry. Is there
something I can do? Does Ian need anything?’‘No, everything’s been organised. He specifically
asked that you apologise to all the other members of the syndicate. He’s so disappointed that he
can’t be with you.’My tongue felt like sandpaper. ‘Please let me know how she goes. I’ll be
thinking of her all day.’In 1987 liver transplants were risky and doctors were only prepared to
operate under very specific circumstances. Liz waited in the ICU over the following week for a
liver to become available. By the next Monday, she was too ill and on life support. She’d passed
the window of time when a transplant could have been successful. She lived for just five more
days. Ian and her family remained by her side until they withdrew life support.Liz’s funeral was
six weeks after our last exam. The five of us from the syndicate group attended, sitting in the



back of the packed church.Reverend Swann, the minister of Ian’s church, spoke about how Ian
had met Liz at Sunday school and they’d been childhood sweethearts. Perfectly healthy as a
child, Liz had developed unexplained chronic liver disease when she was twenty years old. It
was out of the blue. She studied to become a primary teacher, and managed to work for nine
years, but her health steadily deteriorated.For the whole year we had studied together I never
realised that Ian’s wife was ill. He had never said anything. As I watched him walk out of the
church that day, carrying one of his nieces, I remember thinking how sad I felt for Liz’s parents.
They’d lost a daughter forever, but Ian at least was young. He’d probably get married again. Have
a second chance at sharing his life with someone. I didn’t guess then that his second chance
would be with me.And now it seems as though history is repeating itself. How can I tell him?*In
the park opposite the medical clinic I slump onto one of the benches and call Ian.‘Hi, Ali, how did
you go with the surgeon? I’ve been thinking of you all morning.’ His voice is optimistic, cheery,
like usual.I struggle to get any sound out of my throat. In the end I can only whisper. ‘I have
cancer.’Silence.My fingers are slippery on the phone.‘Ali. I’m coming. Now. Where are you?’Ten
minutes later Ian sits beside me. Around us, people are walking their dogs, resting on the grass,
relaxing in the sunny weather.‘I can’t believe it,’ I gasp. Ian hugs me, burying my face in his chest.
His hands run through my hair and massage my neck and shoulders. I pull away and our eyes
meet. The lines on his face seem deeper. ‘Ian, tell me this is a bad dream and that I’ll wake up in
my bed. Please tell me I don’t have cancer.’He takes my hands. ‘Ali, we’re both sitting in the park
and you’ve seen your surgeon. He’s just explained that you have cancer. But we’ll get through
this together. You know I’ll be right beside you every step of the way.’ He gives my hands a
squeeze, but his shoulders sag. ‘What sort of cancer?’‘Something to do with blood. I have an
appointment at Peter Mac tomorrow morning.’A woman pushes a toddler in a stroller. The child
slurps an ice-cream and it dribbles over his face and down his arm.‘What about the kids?’I got
myself fit and healthy so I’d always be able to look after them. I’d give my children the organs in
my body if they needed them. Now, because of me, they’re going to be hurt in the most terrible
way. ‘I don’t want to tell them yet. Let’s wait until we have more information. We need to
understand what’s happening before we talk to them.’‘Yes. We’ll explain it to them when we can
answer their questions truthfully.’ Ian breathes deeply and pulls me closer. ‘What else did the
surgeon say?’ I notice his fingers shake.‘They need to run more tests to find out if it’s spread and
what’s going on.’ As I look up at Ian the sun catches his moustache and turns it golden-bronze.
‘Why is this happening to me? It’s not fair. I don’t smoke. I’ve never done drugs. I’ve barely ever
been sick before. How can I have cancer?’‘I don’t know, Ali. It’s not about fair. But I promise you,
we’ll manage.’A group of schoolboys dawdle in front of us, kicking stones to each other. ‘I almost
forgot about work tomorrow. Ian, can you ring my principal and tell her what’s happened? I can’t
come in to school and don’t know when I’ll be back, but it may be a few weeks. We’ll let her know
how things go at Peter Mac.’Driving home from the park, everything’s surreal. I’m watching
someone else from above. Someone else who’s just been diagnosed. At home, organising
dinner, I’m a robot. I almost don’t hear the kids. It’s as if I’m enclosed by a thick layer of glass and



their words simply bounce off. It takes all my energy to get a meal onto the table.That night after
dinner, Ian and I leave the kids watching television and go to my dad’s place to tell him. Ian has
agreed to do the explaining. I know I’ll just cry.Dad’s pleased to see us but seems vaguely
puzzled; he was at our place for dinner only last night. We settle into the leather chairs in his
living room. Ian takes a deep breath.‘Unfortunately, we have some bad news. Ali has been
diagnosed with cancer.’‘Oh Lord,’ Dad says, frowning. The wrinkles on his forehead look as
furrowed as a ploughed field. ‘When did you find out?’‘Today,’ Ian says. ‘The reason her arm
broke in Tasmania was because of a malignancy.’Dad looks confused. He’s eighty-one, works
full-time, and I’ve never known him to be unwell. His face softens, and it’s the look he gets when
he thinks about my mum. ‘Valda also had a tumour,’ he says quietly. ‘What happens now?’‘The
first thing Ali needs is to have tests at Peter Mac. To find out if it’s spread. Then they’ll make a
diagnosis and decide on treatment.’‘Yes, Valda was at Peter Mac,’ he murmurs.Don’t remind me,
I think. Can this be real? This time yesterday, I was a normal person. Today I’ve crossed a line
and can never go back.Dad heaves himself out of the leather chair and comes towards me.‘Why
is this happening? To you?’ He takes my hand, his arm trembling.‘I – can’t – believe – it.’ I
whisper. I daren’t say anything more, there’ll be a torrent.Dad shakes his head. ‘Sometimes, I
just don’t understand things.’We don’t stay long. We’ve dumped all this stuff on him. And I’m
brain-dead. I hug Dad, then turn to leave as if in a trance, and trip over the front step. As Ian
steadies me, I glance around and notice Dad just inside the front door, his face distorted.4 The
enemy lies within. An invader is attacking my body: destroying my bones, contaminating my
blood, wreaking havoc inside me. I arrive at Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre for a bone marrow
biopsy. A needle will be inserted into the lower part of my spine to collect the marrow.Ian wasn’t
able to get away from work, so my sister, Diane, has come with me. I’ll be sedated for the biopsy
and she will drive me home. She is an assessment clinician and meets with elderly frail people in
their homes to help plan their future needs. She’s taken a day off work to be with me, even
though that will put her under more pressure tomorrow. She sits beside me, her usual calm self,
wearing her regulation black layers with a bright turquoise scarf. We wait. One hour, two hours.
How much longer? I swallow and clench my hands. At this rate I won’t be able to pick the kids up
from school. I make a phone call and organise for a friend to collect them. My plans for dinner
change. I’ll make a quiche. No time to prepare anything else.Across the other side of the room, I
spy the doctor who’ll be performing the biopsy. ‘Is there any way to speed up this process?’ I ask
her. ‘I’ve been waiting hours. I need to get home to my children.’‘I’m sorry. We’re late because we
had an emergency in the ward. If you have the biopsy without sedation, it will be quicker.’ She is
stressed but trying to be helpful. ‘I could do it immediately.’‘How painful will it be?’ A massive
needle into my back through tough bone doesn’t particularly appeal.‘You’ll have local
anaesthetic but you’ll feel it.’ Her voice softens. ‘I wouldn’t normally recommend it, but you look
kind of strong. You’ll cope.’I want to be ‘kind of strong’. My life is outside this hospital. I have to
get back to my family. I’ll manage. I’ve been through labour five times; childbirth redefines pain.I
lie on a trolley in a cubicle with the smell of antiseptic wafting over me. A patient moans nearby.



My eyes lock onto a poster of a rainforest. Is this really happening? I remember a conversation
with Ian earlier that morning. I had thrown off the covers and swivelled around to sit on the side
of the bed.‘I want to go to work today,’ I’d announced. My voice was hoarse, the words forced
through gritted teeth.Ian turned from the wardrobe and sat beside me, taking hold of both my
hands. ‘Ali, you know you have to go to Peter Mac.’‘I don’t want to go. I’m scared.’ Frightened of
what they may find. Terrified my life may soon be over.‘But we need to find out if it’s spread.’The
doctor enters the cubicle to do the procedure. I feel the sting of the local anaesthetic, then a
deep, heavy shove into my lower back. It’s like birds are pecking me with razor-sharp beaks.
Thump, push, shove, scraping deeper, backwards, forwards and sideways, then thrusting even
further into my spine. It’s painful, but I can cope with it.Eventually the needle is withdrawn and
there’s a release. It’s over. I try to peek at the bone marrow specimen, but it has already been
whisked off to pathology. Are there cancer cells lurking in it?That evening my back is tender and
stiff, and I move awkwardly while preparing dinner. Ian is home early tonight and suggests we
buy takeaway to make things easier. But we rarely eat takeaway, and never mid-week, and I want
everything to be normal for the kids. We haven’t said a word to them yet. I persist with cooking
the quiche.The next week I return to Peter Mac for an MRI. After I’ve changed into a white
hospital gown the nurse explains the procedure. Her wavy blonde hair is pinned at the front and
her grey eyes are kind. ‘The MRI machine will completely enclose you; it’s like lying in a small,
dark tunnel. Do you ever feel claustrophobic?’I shake my head.‘That’s good. The machine is
noisy, with a lot of thumping. You’ll hear different sounds. Do you think you’ll be alright?’ I nod
and notice the dimple on her elbow below the starched sleeve of her uniform. ‘Would you like to
listen to some music or the radio? You’ll be wearing earphones.’‘Do you have any Beatles?’She
smiles. ‘Of course.’I’m strapped onto the moveable bench. ‘If you feel yourself start to panic and
can’t continue, press this.’ The nurse places a button in my hand. Then the bench jolts and I
move backwards into the dark, hemmed in by the machine.‘Alison, are you okay?’ It’s a male
voice. ‘We’re ready to start. Press the button if we can begin.’I push the button and wait in the
soundless black. Suddenly there’s a massive grunt on my left side, followed immediately by high-
pitched screeches from the right. A loud boom from above fades and increases and fades
again.John Lennon sings to me about finding himself in times of trouble.Boom boom from
above, trilling shrieks from behind my left ear. I’ve got to get through this test. Find out if the
cancer’s skulking anywhere else.Now John Lennon’s telling me about his hour of darkness.The
noises are puncturing me. Then, abruptly, they stop. In childbirth, the contractions would cease
momentarily, a brief respite, before they’d begin again, stronger than before. There’s another
shriek somewhere from my left.I close my eyes to distract myself and block out the clatter
assaulting my body. A bushwalk on a scorching day. Twigs dry and crackly beneath my feet, bark
thick and thirsty. Shelter overhead sparse as the leaves tilt away from the relentless
sun.Suddenly it’s quiet.‘Alison, we’ve finished. We’re going to slide you out.’A return to light from
my own hour of darkness. I enjoy the silence and through a window see a watery sky. The testing
is over.Finally home, exhausted, I fling myself onto the red leather couch. It will take three weeks,



until mid-April, to get the results. Twenty-one days, 504 hours, 30,240 minutes before I find out if
the cancer has spread. Mind-numbing maths. It might just be in my arm, though.My mind rushes
on. Will I be at Jacob’s Bar Mitzvah next year? What will happen to the kids? Can I ever teach
Maths again? Why is this happening to me? I don’t want to die.The waiting, not knowing, is
gruelling. When I was overdue for my first child’s birth, every day was an endless wait. I was
frightened; was there something wrong? Would labour ever start? Will waiting for these test
results ever end?The next morning I drop the children at school and, once home, prepare an
omelette. Trying to read the paper, I glance at the same articles again and again, but can’t finish
any of them. Has the cancer spread? Will my life ever be normal?I have invited three families,
eighteen additional people, to share Friday night Shabbat dinner with us next week. I’ll be
preparing a three-course meal. There’ll be hours in the kitchen. I could call it off. I’ve had a
cancer diagnosis. Is there a better reason not to entertain?But instead I decide to scan some
recipe books, seeking inspiration for something I’ve never made before. Chicken soup, always
the non-negotiable starter, will be followed with scotch fillet, and chicken with lemon, garlic and
turmeric. But I decide that as well as the various regulation roast vegetables, I’ll attempt a new
slow-baked tomato, red onion and capsicum dish and a green salad with fennel, radishes, snow
peas and brussels sprouts – vegetables I don’t regularly use. And as well as the standard fresh
fruit and baked apple and rhubarb crumble for dessert, I’ll also make a chocolate self-saucing
pudding.Cancer or no cancer, my life hasn’t stopped.*The days drag endlessly. Three weeks
have never seemed so long. My usually organised and structured life spins in eddies. The
uncertainty is suffocating.In the second trimester of each of my five pregnancies there was also
a waiting time. At sixteen weeks I had an amniocentesis; five times a needle was inserted into
my uterus and amniotic fluid drawn out and tested for abnormalities. I didn’t know the results for
two long weeks. Five times, I heard ‘No abnormalities detected’. I ache to hear those three words
again.Two days to go now. The children know nothing. They assume I need to give my recently
broken arm time to heal and are unaware of all these tests. I try to busy myself around the house.
But I feel guilty. I don’t want to be dishonest and mislead them, but how can I explain something I
can’t yet comprehend? If the cancer hasn’t spread, if it’s just in my arm, I’ll have radiotherapy
and be considered cured. I won’t have to say a word to them.But if it has spread and we do need
to discuss cancer, it will be confronting and overwhelming and their questions must be answered
honestly. In the meantime, everything seems warped.I remember a day trip we once did with a
group of tourists, mostly from overseas, white-water canoeing on the Nymboida River on the
north coast of New South Wales. Daniel and Benji were in one canoe, Joshua and Jacob in
another, and Leah begged to go with Ian. No-one wanted to go with me. I couldn’t blame them.
Despite my gym sessions, I’m the least fit and have the worst sense of direction of anyone in the
family.I never managed to line the canoe up straight before reaching a rapid, so I was constantly
catapulted into the swirling water raging around boulders. I couldn’t wear my glasses as anything
not tied down would be lost in the frothing water. Everything looked hazy, reduced to a dusty
green. Once past the rapids we canoed through untouched rainforest bristling with wildlife. The



day was hot and the children spotted turtles swimming alongside the canoes, water dragons
relaxing on rocks and snakes sunbaking beside the river. Without my glasses, I couldn’t see any
of them.On a relatively smooth patch of the river, I could just make out Josh and Jacob in the
canoe ahead and paddled over. ‘Please remember to reapply sunscreen and don’t forget to
keep drinking water. It’s easy to dehydrate on such a hot day,’ I said. Another canoe pulled up
beside me. I squinted and faintly recognised the bright colours of Jacob’s hat. ‘Mum, that’s the
English boys you’ve been speaking to. We’re over here,’ said Josh. The canoe with the English
boys glided away.
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louise fisher, “An honest and wonderful account of a mother of five’s journey with multiple
myeloma.. THE JONES FAMILY FOOD ROSTER BY. ALISON JONES.Wow what can I say!
What an amazing book! Alison Jones has never written a book, something I find hard to believe!
Her story writing was absolutely wonderful, full of honestly, bravery and brimming with wicked
humour. Alison Jones, mother of five, is diagnosed with Multiple Myeloma, a treatable but not
curable form of blood cancer. This book is Alison’s journey to date as she describes her fears,
her positive thoughts, as well as the stories of the love and care she receives from her family and
the local Melbourne Jewish community she is blessed to be a part of. Throughout the book she
shares the many meals and recipes from her kind and caring family and friends.Alison, if you get
to read my review, please know I think you are just fabulous. We can all take a leaf out of your
book and learn how to live life to the fullest. You are just awesome. May you continue to stay
healthy and, most of all, keep writing! Thank you for sharing your story. Loved your wonderful
book!”

JaquiP, “Such a warm, uplifting and despite the subject matter, joyous account of one woman's
journey through cancer.. What a wonderful family Alison has been blessed with, what warm and
caring friendships sustained her and her family when she was diagnosed with a rare cancer,
what a beautiful country she is blessed to live in with this cruel disease. It is a beautiful book, full
of wisdom and hope honestly conveyed. My daughter in law had a friend who sadly died of
cancer whose friends similarly did a food roster for her and her family. The list of names of those
bringing food and comfort in the early dark days was long and I read every name with wonder
with tears in my eyes. It's so heartwarming. My eyes often swam with tears as I read this story.
It's an awesome hopeful journey and I loved the book. I hope Alison reaches the target she has
set herself to raise a huge sum of money for cancer research. I wish her and her family long life.
I hope millions of people read it and ... I am going to try some of the recipes knowing how much
love was poured into each of those meals delivered in foil containers. Thank you in so many
levels.  But as it's a book review, just to say it's a great book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Amazing book. Inspiring resilience from this incredible family. Gives hope
to anyone who finds themselves in difficult circumstances. Highly recommend this book”

The book by Leela Cyd has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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